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Abstract

Habitats for humans on planets other than Earth are
quickly becoming a reality. There have been very few
studies documented in literature that use simulation
tools to evaluate the thermal performance and indoor
environmental quality (IEQ) of habitats in space, and
none with the robust validation and level of detail pro-
vided by building simulators of Earth-bound buildings.
In looking at the existing models and practices used in
building performance simulation (BPS), it was found
that the reduced gravity, the expanded radiation spec-
trum, and the new atmospheres surrounding habitats in
space are problematic when considering using existing
BPS tools to model buildings outside of Earth.

Introduction

Many government space agencies have committed to
returning astronauts to the Lunar surface in the near
future (USA by 2024; China & Russia in the next 5
years) and plans are in motion to prepare for the long
journey to Mars thereafter. Extended human habita-
tion on planets other than Earth is coming quickly and
the successful completion of this venture requires a mul-
tidisciplinary approach. There has been a lot of focus
over the years from the aerospace and medical commu-
nities on the pressing issue of radiation exposure of as-
tronauts during extended exploration outside of Earth’s
protective atmosphere. Part of the protection plan for
astronauts involves the suitable design and operation of
living environments. Although building physicists have
extensively researched and modelled earthly buildings
and their mechanical systems up to now, there’s been no
documented interest from the community to move this
knowledge off world. The purpose of this paper is to
start a discussion among building physicists on simulat-
ing buildings in space and to evaluate in what ways the
building physics and the building simulation commu-
nities are prepared to tackle extraterrestrial buildings
and in what ways they are not. The article starts with
a critical review of existing space habitat simulations
documented in literature followed by a brief descrip-
tion of the environments proposed for off-Earth habi-

tats (the Moon, Mars, and the space in between). The
ways in which the indoor and outdoor environments
of extraterrestrial habitats differ from those on Earth
are highlighted and these noted differences are used in
a discussion on how building performance simulation
(BPS) models and tools would need to be adapted for
extraterrestrial buildings.

Space simulations to date

Detailed energy and indoor environmental quality
(IEQ) models of space habitats are not well documented
in academic literature. The closest comparison found to
a detailed building physics model is the Virtual Habi-
tat (V-HAB) tool that has been under development at
the Technical University of Munich since 2006 (Czu-
palla et al. (2015); Pütz et al. (2019)). Programmed
in MATLAB, the purpose of V-HAB is to simulate the
performance of life support systems (LSS) in extrater-
restrial buildings with a particular focus on the man-
agement and conversion of waste products. In addition
to V-HAB, there are scattered CFD models looking
specifically at air movement and pollutant dispersion
in sections of the ISS and the majority of these inves-
tigations are from the early 2000s (Lin et al. (2000);
Son et al. (2005); Smirnov and et. al. (2006)). A re-
cent series of CFD studies focused specifically on CO2

concentrations around sleeping astronauts in the crew
quarters (CQs) and investigated improved ventilation
configurations in the CQs to prevent dangerous levels
of CO2 buildup (Georgescu et al. (2020, 2021)).

Many of the CFD models encountered in literature do
not provide detailed validation of model performance
to measured data from the ISS leading to questions re-
garding model accuracy. Some studies mention that
flight data or measured data was used to validate the
model but fail to show comparisons of model results
to measured data. In lieu of having measured data to
calibrate models, some research groups have attempted
to replicate sections of the ISS on Earth either in full-
scale and/or reduced scale models and use measured
data from these setups to calibrate CFD models (Wang
et al. (2018); Georgescu et al. (2020)). It is observed,



however, that the ability of CFD models to capture the
novelties of heat and mass transfer in space when grav-
ity effects are reduced or negligible is not substantially
defended. This is true of the non-CFD models surveyed
as well. The developers of V-HAB note in Zhukov et al.
(2011) that all models used in V-HAB are based on data
for Earth’s gravitational field. These Earth-based mod-
els are then generically used in Czupalla et al. (2015) to
predict mass transfers on the ISS and Mars which ex-
perience vastly different forces of gravity in comparison
to Earth. The general impression given by the studies
documented in literature is that more comparison to
measured data from the ISS is necessary to show that
current practices of modelling heat and mass transport
in reduced gravity environments result in accurate re-
flections of reality. The existing studies and practices
would also benefit from model input sensitivity analy-
ses.

Given that space exploration and its associated re-
search is dominantly industry and government space
agency driven, it’s possible that more detailed and ro-
bust building physics models exist but they are not pub-
licly documented or available. Even so, there is clearly
an opportunity for building simulation experts to help
develop more detailed building models for space infras-
tructure. Habitats in space could greatly benefit from
the detail and validation practices that have been used
for years to model earthly buildings.

Descriptions of proposed off-Earth build-
ing environments

Before starting the discussion on BPS tools and their
applicability to space, it’s important to understand a
little bit about the new worlds being proposed for the
habitats that will need to be simulated. In this article,
there are two types of habitats that will be considered -
habitats fixed to a celestial surface and habitats exist-
ing in open space (such as orbiting space stations and
transport vessels required for deep space exploration).
The celestial bodies most prominently being considered
for feasible human habitation outside of Earth are the
Moon and Mars. Table 1 lists some characteristics of
each that will be useful for the discussions to follow.

The most significant difference between the indoor and
outdoor environments of buildings on Earth and build-
ings in space is the force of gravity experienced by each.
Referring to Table 1 Earth is significantly larger and
denser than the Moon and Mars. As a result, the sur-
face gravity of the Moon and Mars are only a fraction
of that which we experience on Earth (17% of Earth’s
surface gravity for the Moon and 38% of Earth’s surface
gravity for Mars).

When analyzing habitats that orbit celestial bodies the

concept of microgravity or “freefall” needs to be consid-
ered. Orbiting bodies still experience a percentage of
the surface gravity created by the celestial body around
which it is orbiting. This means that orbiting objects
are “falling” towards the celestial body due to grav-
ity. But when an object has sufficient momentum in
a tangential direction to gravity, the object will expe-
rience a “prolonged fall”. The prolonged falling of an
orbiting habitat and everything in it means that every-
thing - including the air inside - is falling at the same
rate. If everything is falling at the same rate then, in
the moving frame of reference of the habitat, nothing
inside is moving. This is what gives the impression of
being weightless on the ISS and is also the reason that
orbiting bodies are an artificial environment of no grav-
ity. This is a complicated concept and the interested
reader is directed to Albrecht-Buehler (1992) for addi-
tional information on the topic. When considering a
habitat that is moving in space between planets but
isn’t actively orbiting a celestial body, the local gravity
imposed on the habitat by nearby bodies will need to be
considered. A significant amount of time would likely
be spent far away from significant celestial bodies and
therefore the habitat would be in a negligible gravity
field.

In addition to the differences in gravity, the radiation
in space is different from that which we experience on
Earth’s surface. Earth is protected from much of the
harmful radiation in space by its atmosphere and strong
geomagnetic field. The ozone, O2 and N2 molecules
present in Earth’s atmosphere absorb a significant por-
tion of the Sun’s high energy UV radiation that is in-
cident on the top of the atmosphere (Barrett (2005)).
Earth’s atmosphere also protects humans from the even
higher energy gamma rays and X-rays that come from
the most energetic sources in our universe - neutron
stars, black holes, supernova explosions, and galac-
tic rays (Schönfelder (2001); Hayakawa and Matsuoka
(1964)). In addition to these categories of high energy
electromagnetic (EM) radiation, there is also particle
radiation (alpha, beta, and neutron radiation) in space
originating from solar flares and other galactic mecha-
nisms that Earth is mostly protected from by its geo-
magnetic field (Durante and Cucinotta (2011)). Due to
the Moon’s near negligible atmosphere and Mars’ sig-
nificantly reduced atmosphere in comparison to Earth,
as well as the insignificant geomagnetic fields these ce-
lestial bodies possess in comparison to Earth, the spec-
trum of radiation experienced on the Moon and Mars
is different than that with which we’re familiar with on
Earth. It should also be noted that with increasing dis-
tance from the Sun, solar radiation levels incident on
celestial bodies decrease (refer to the Solar Irradiance
values in Table 1). For habitats existing between ce-



Table 1: Comparison of celestial body characteristics between Earth, the Moon, and Mars.

Equitorial
Radius (km)

Mean
Density
(km m−3)

Surface
Gravity
(m s−2)

Surface
Pressure
(kPa)

Sidereal
Day Length
(h)

Solar
Irradianceb

(W m−2)
Eartha 6378.1 5513 9.78 101.3 23.9 1361
Moona 1738.1 3344 1.62 3e−13 655.7 1361
Marsa 3396.2 3934 3.71 0.6 24.6 586.2
a Data obtained from NASA’s planetary fact sheet on Earth (Accessible Here), the Moon (Accessible Here), and Mars (Accessible Here)
b This refers to the average intensity of solar energy reaching the top of the atmosphere.

lestial surfaces, there are no natural shields protecting
habitats and their occupants from the harsh radiation
of space. A final radiation related difference between
Earth and the other environments proposed for habi-
tats in space that impacts BPS is the length of sidereal
day experienced which, for planets, is a function of how
quickly they spin on their axes and, for orbiting bod-
ies, is a function of the revolution speed of their orbit.
For habitats moving in deep space, there won’t be the
same cyclical exposure to the Sun that is seen by plan-
ets and orbiting bodies. Once again looking at Table 1,
Mars experiences a slightly longer day than we have on
Earth (about 24.6 hours in comparison to Earth’s 23.9
hours) and the Moon experiences a significantly longer
day (about 655.7 hours or 27.3 Earth days). The ISS
orbits Earth every 90 minutes and therefore will expe-
rience about 16 days every Earth day.

The outdoor atmospheres in space are very different
from the N2 and O2 rich air that we have on Earth. The
Moon has a near negligible atmosphere which can be
seen from the very low atmospheric pressure listed for
the Moon in Table 1. The atmosphere that does exist
is estimated to be composed of 26% He, 26% Ne, 23%
H2, 19% Ar, and some other gases in trace amounts.
Mars has a more significant atmosphere than the Moon
but still a much less significant atmosphere than Earth.
Mars’ atmosphere is 95% CO2 and is prone to dust
storms. Cloud formation has also been documented in
Mars’ atmosphere (Vicente-Retortillo et al. (2015)).

Looking now at the gas composition and pressure of
the indoor environment, it is possible that extraterres-
trial habitats will be kept at Earth’s atmospheric pres-
sure of 101.3 kPa and typical air composition. There is,
however, considerable research going into the feasibility
of extended human survival at lower atmospheric pres-
sures. It would be beneficial from a design perspective
to have the interiors of habitats at lower pressures that
are closer to that of the environment in which they
are located. Most notably, a reduced indoor-outdoor
pressure difference requires less intensive construction
practices. However, reduced pressures mean that the
percentage of O2 in the indoor environment needs to be

increased to support human physiological needs (Paul
and Ferl (2006)). Thus, depending on design, extrater-
restrial habitats could reflect the typical pressure and
gas composition of earthly buildings or could make use
of low-pressure, O2-rich environments.

Building performance simulation

BPS tools have the models and functionality capable
of accurately simulating heat and mass transfer pro-
cesses in buildings. Until now, BPS tools have been
designed with Earth buildings in mind. In the sections
to follow, models and practices used for heat and mass
transfer will be examined through the lens of a building
researcher looking to model extraterrestrial habitats.

Zoning and mass transfers

CFD has been a popular choice for space habitat sim-
ulations to date and this choice is likely driven by
the detailed resolution CFD can provide for a single
zone. CFD is available in some BPS programs but
is not commonly employed due to the knowledge and
experience needed to properly configure CFD models
and boundary conditions (Beausoleil-Morrison (2021)).
More commonly, BPS programs assume thermal zones
are well mixed (uniform temperature, pressure, and
composition). This assumption works well for many
studies on Earth but is less reflective of reality in
space. The accuracy of assuming a well-mixed zone in
space most significantly depends on the level of gravity
present and the extent of mechanical ventilation in the
habitat forcing air mixing. Without gravity, buoyancy-
driven airflows are non-existent and in reduced gravity
environments (such as the Moon and Mars) the im-
pact of natural airflows will be reduced. Thus air mix-
ing in space depends significantly on mechanical ven-
tilation and chemical diffusion (which is a very slow
process). Temperature gradients in still fluids of the
same composition (e.g. air at different temperatures)
will degrade by conduction and radiation between the
molecules only. As a result, buildings in low gravity
fields will have significant temperature and gas compo-
sition variation in a single geometric zone unless me-
chanical equipment is used for mixing.

https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/earthfact.html
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/moonfact.html
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/marsfact.html


In zones with significant and consistent mechanical ven-
tilation it’s likely sufficient to assume a well-mixed
zone, but there will be areas in a space habitat that
won’t have significant air movement. For example, CQs
(where astronauts sleep) will need to have well designed
airflow systems that maintain adequate air movement
without creating uncomfortable drafts. A simulation of
the CQs on the ISS employing the well-mixed assump-
tion would likely not flag a CO2 concentration prob-
lem since the average concentration of the zone could
be below acceptable levels. But a CFD model would
be able to highlight that the CO2 is dangerously con-
centrated around the astronaut’s sleeping head as was
seen in Georgescu et al. (2020). In these types of low
air-movement spaces, CFD capabilities built into BPS
tools is likely needed to capture the composition and
temperature variations within the zone being analyzed.
Another option is to divide single geometric zones into
many separate thermal zones and to create an airflow
network (AFN) between the smaller zones, however this
requires significant knowledge of the airflow behaviour
within a zone. CFD models are likely the best way to
look at zones that are expected to not be well mixed but
the models and practices used in implementing CFD
need to be validated for low gravity environments.

Space habitats are designed to avoid significant infil-
tration/exfiltration between the habitat and the sur-
rounding environment. This is critical to human sur-
vival and so only inter-zonal mass transfers and HVAC
mass transfers need to be considered. BPS modelling
approaches for infiltration will not be necessary. Along
this same train of thought, IEQ is a big concern as
we submerge humans into deadly atmospheres and ex-
pose them to new environmental hazards. The abil-
ity to model various air pollutants and their movement
throughout a habitat is an important capability for
BPS tools to have when modelling buildings in space.
Many BPS programs are able to model various gases
through bulk air movement using AFNs however dif-
fusion and buoyancy-driven airflows between different
gases are not considered in these networks. Addition-
ally, the ability to model solid particle dispersion and
movement is not currently possible in BPS tools. A
concern for Lunar and Martian habitats is the possibil-
ity of Lunar and Martian dust getting into the habitats
as astronauts enter and leave the habitat (Kobrick and
Agui (2019)). Many CFD programs are able to sim-
ulate particle movement and it would be beneficial to
add this capability to BPS tools as it will help inform
building design decisions in space applications.

As was mentioned, AFNs can be used to model pollu-
tant and air movement between zones. The components
used to connect nodes in an AFN are derived from fun-
damentals but are mostly implemented in BPS tools

as empirical models for specific opening types. These
empirical models are derived from experiments done on
Earth and are therefore specific to Earth’s gravitational
field. The validity of these models in other gravita-
tional fields and for fluids other than air at Earth’s
atmospheric pressure would need to be investigated.
This same conclusion applies to HVAC models imple-
mented in BPS tools. Many BPS models used to define
HVAC systems are empirical and derived from experi-
ments of HVAC equipment on Earth. Proper modelling
of life support systems is critical to properly modelling
the indoor environment of a space habitat and many
of these systems are not a part of the Earth HVAC
repertoire (e.g. CO2 zeolite adsorption filtration sys-
tems; urine and feces processing systems) and the ones
that are common between Earth and space habitats
use models specific to Earth’s gravity. Some exam-
ples of HVAC processes that would need to be consid-
ered are phase change and two-phase forced convection
which are documented as occurring differently in re-
duced gravity conditions (Sundén and Fu (2017); Guo
et al. (2014)). Thus new HVAC models for systems in
space would need to be developed and validated to suc-
cessfully model an extraterrestrial habitat. The work
done on V-HAB (Zhukov et al. (2011)) is perhaps a
good place to start in this venture.

Conduction

Fourier’s law of conduction, which is the fundamental
equation used for calculating conduction heat transfer
in buildings, still applies in space (thankfully univer-
sal laws are, by definition, applicable across the uni-
verse). It is common in BPS simulations to approxi-
mate the multi-dimensional, multi-mode heat transfer
process across a building material as a 1-dimensional
conduction-only process (Beausoleil-Morrison (2021)).
The conduction-only simplification can cause issues for
more porous materials (where convective and radiative
heat transfer become more significant) and for materi-
als exposed to extreme temperatures that differ from
the temperature at which their effective conductivity
was determined (Berardi and Naldi (2017)). Some BPS
tools (EnergyPlus and ESP-r) allow users to input tem-
perature varying effective conductivities to better ap-
proximate the actual heat transfer processes at play.
For space applications, it is argued that effective con-
ductivities should be re-evaluated in reduced gravity
and varying atmospheric pressures and compositions to
see how the actual conductivity changes as a function
of these environmental conditions.

The conduction-only assumption becomes particularly
problematic in building materials with gas gaps or vac-
uum gaps. To more accurately model gas gaps in build-
ing materials, some dedicated individuals will model the



gap as a separate thermal zone in order to capture the
convective and radiative heat transfer processes occur-
ring. This same process could be used for a vacuum gap
(which is more common in space buildings) however the
only heat transfer process in a vacuum is radiation. It
would be best to modify BPS tools to couple a radia-
tion model to a transient conduction model in order to
properly quantify the heat moving through such build-
ing materials. The proper modelling of vacuum spaces
will be particularly important for window models in en-
vironments will little to no atmosphere.

Convection

The well-mixed assumption for zones that is commonly
implemented in BPS tools allows convective heat trans-
fer to be calculated using Newton’s law of cooling
(Beausoleil-Morrison (2021)). This method presents
only one challenge in determining the convective heat
transfer in a BPS simulation - establishing an appro-
priate convection coefficient. Although there are the-
oretical equations derived from boundary layer analy-
sis that can be used to solve for convection coefficients,
these only exist for simple flows over simple geometries.
For more complex and realistic scenarios, such as those
experienced in a building environment, there is still a
dependence on obtaining convection coefficients from
empirical formulas (Bergman et al. (2011)). This is the
strategy implemented in BPS programs for determining
the convection coefficients for all surfaces.

Convection is classified into two main categories - nat-
ural convection and forced convection. Natural con-
vection is driven by density differences and buoyancy
forces whereas the fluid motion resulting in forced
convection is generated by an external source (such
as fans or HVAC). Empirical convection models used
in BPS programs for building surfaces are developed
from experiments in Earth’s gravitational field, with
air passing over different surfaces at different orienta-
tions, all at Earth’s atmospheric pressure (Peeters et al.
(2011); Mirsadeghi et al. (2013)). The internal convec-
tion models are divided into natural convection, forced
convection, and mixed convection (both natural and
forced). All external convection models consider the
forced convection generated by wind however only a
few consider the natural convection that becomes non-
negligible at low windspeeds when there’s a significant
external surface-air temperature difference. This brings
up an important point for the discussion of the applica-
bility of existing convection models in space - even when
forced convection is present, there is always buoyancy-
driven effects that need to be considered as well. Of
course, these buoyancy-driven effects are small when
fluids are moving at high velocities and forced convec-
tion takes over however it’s important to remember that

buoyancy forces are still present even when convection
is classified as “forced”.

Buoyancy effects on convection heat transfer is the main
issue in moving existing convection correlations imple-
mented in BPS tools to space. As was discussed in the
Zoning and mass transfers section, buoyancy effects are
non-existent in spaces with no effective gravity (such as
the ISS and habitats moving through deep space). On
the Moon and Mars, where surface gravity is 17% and
38% of Earth’s surface gravity, buoyancy effects will
be existent but reduced. So the impact of natural con-
vection on its own will be eliminated or significantly re-
duced for buildings in space. The performance of forced
convection in space will depend on how significant the
buoyancy component is for a given situation. Regard-
less, new convection models will need to be developed
in microgravity, on the Moon, and on Mars to account
for the varying gravity fields. At a minimum, a study
would need to be done to investigate a convection coef-
ficient correlation form in which gravity could be input
as a variable.

In addition to the variance in gravity between space
environments and Earth, the chemical composition of
the outdoor and indoor environments needs to be con-
sidered. The convection correlations currently imple-
mented in BPS programs are all derived from exper-
iments with air. When considering extraterrestrial
buildings, CO2 and O2 rich fluids need to be consid-
ered. Convection coefficients are functions of Nusselt
number (Nu) and Nu is a function of Reynolds (Re)
and Prandtl (Pr) numbers (Bergman et al. (2011)).
These non-dimensional numbers are calculated using
fluid properties and so different fluids will result in dif-
ferent convection coefficients for similar flow rates and
geometries. The extent of the variance in convection co-
efficients between the fluids anticipated in and around
space habitats needs to be investigated. There are also
significant dust storms documented on Mars (Banfield
and et. al. (2020)) and the impact of significant con-
centrations of Martian dust in the atmosphere on con-
vection heat transfer at external surfaces needs to be
quantified.

When simulating the ISS, habitats moving in deep
space, and habitats on the Moon, the atmospheres are
negligible or non-existent and so external convection
can be neglected. Mars has a more substantial atmo-
sphere than the Moon but still a significantly less dense
atmosphere than Earth. The ability to neglect external
convection for Martian buildings will need to be inves-
tigated more closely than in the case of the Moon. For
all external environments, the level of accuracy needed
for external convection models will depend on the in-
sulation level of the proposed habitats. If habitats are



substantially insulated, then the external environment
might have a negligible impact on predicting the energy
usage and indoor air temperature of a building.

Radiation

Many of the existing resources and modelling prac-
tices in BPS programs to simulate radiation heat gains
and losses at building surfaces are easily translated
into space applications due to their independence of
many environmental variables. Starting with mate-
rial properties, ASTM standard E903 (ASTM Interna-
tional (2020)), states that the solar absorptivity, re-
flectance and transmittance of materials need to be de-
termined over the complete solar spectrum from 300 nm
to 2500 nm. This covers most of the EM radiation seen
in space but omits the higher energy rays (X-rays and
gamma rays) that are not significant on Earth but are
prevalent in space. Therefore, when considering heat
gains from EM radiation in buildings, new absorptivity
characteristics will need to be determined for the higher
energy EM radiation that will be incident on building
surfaces. Something else to consider when looking at
radiation in space is if/how to account for energy gain-
s/losses from the particle radiation that is present in
space. From literature, the main concerns with particle
radiation are the biological/health hazard they present
as well as the degradation threat they pose to mate-
rials. The energy impact of these particles on mate-
rials is a complicated process (Durante and Cucinotta
(2011)) that requires a significant understanding of par-
ticle physics and the associated energy change in build-
ing materials from the particle radiation expected in
space needs to be quantified before it is discounted from
BPS programs.

A key part of accurately simulating radiation heat gains
in buildings is accurately simulating how much EM ra-
diation is hitting the building’s surface over time. On
Earth, this process is done using solar angles and under-
standing the Earth’s position relative to the Sun and a
building’s position on Earth. For space habitats fixed to
other planetary surfaces, solar angle relationships spe-
cific to those planets will need to be programmed into
BPS programs. The ability to quantify solar angles for
orbiting habitats that don’t have a fixed orbit or for
habitats travelling between planets is complicated and
will need to be carefully mapped out and custom pro-
grammed into a BPS program. Gamma rays, X-rays,
and particle radiation do not exclusively come from the
Sun and so their collision paths on a habitat are harder
to predict. Additional research into predicting the lo-
cations of irradiance by these higher energy radiation
sources will need to be done.

The solar irradiance considered in BPS programs is split
into the diffuse component and the beam component.

On Earth, the diffuse component of solar radiation
comes from atmospheric scattering and from ground
reflection. The variation in ground reflectivity on other
planets will need to be quantified. Can constant values
for ground reflectivity be used for planets such as the
Moon and Mars or is there geographical and seasonal
variation like we have on Earth? What are appropri-
ate values for the ground reflectivity on those planets?
These questions will need to be answered via experi-
mental work. Looking now at atmospheric scattering
of irradiance, the Moon has a negligible atmosphere
and so there will likely be no diffuse solar irradiance
from atmospheric scattering. The same is true for habi-
tats orbiting or travelling between planets. On Mars,
there is a more significant atmosphere that will play a
role in creating diffuse solar irradiance. The amount of
dust in the Martian atmosphere is documented as af-
fecting radiation levels at the planet’s surface (Vicente-
Retortillo et al. (2015); Häder and Cabrol (2018)). The
dust absorbs certain wavelengths (preferentially short-
wave less than 650 nm) and also contributes to scat-
tering (scattering both shortwave and longwave radi-
ation) which means more dust results in more diffuse
radiation (Vicente-Retortillo et al. (2015)). The diffuse
component of solar irradiance created by atmospheric
scattering can be measured using a pyranometer and
so this would be a measured input in a weather file.
However, new solar irradiance measurement tools may
need to be investigated for Mars’ unique atmosphere
since dust deposition on pyranometers will make accu-
rate measurements a challenge (the low gravity on Mars
and the electrostatic charge of the dust make it deposit
and stick to everything).

Isotropic diffuse sky models have been shown to lack
accuracy for earthly applications (Perez et al. (1990)),
so most BPS tools make use of anisotropic diffuse sky
models that consider circumsolar brightening and hori-
zon brightening. All such models are empirical and
have been calibrated using measured data from certain
locations on Earth. These types of models are likely not
needed for the Moon and spacecraft traveling between
planets since the effects modelled by the sky models
are caused by the presence of an atmosphere. However,
new models of these types would be required for Mars’
atmosphere.

The methods currently employed for calculating radi-
ation transfer through transparent assemblies in BPS
programs should hold true in space. Most BPS pro-
grams aren’t able to simulate the spectral transmissiv-
ity of windows, but the spectral properties of the bul-
letproof glass used on the ISS should be investigated to
see if this omission is acceptable for modelling trans-
parent assemblies in space. The glass used on the ISS
is much thicker than what’s typically used in Earth



window constructions and the need for protective glaz-
ings (which can cause windows to preferentially trans-
mit wavelengths (Beausoleil-Morrison (2021))) is much
higher in the toxic radiation environment off-Earth. If
spectral transmissivity is deemed an important feature
to model, then the spectral distribution of incoming ir-
radiance for environments in space would also need to
be quantified and programmed into BPS tools if this is
not a feature that’s already available. If we look at how
BPS programs are prepared to model EM radiation at
internal surfaces once it passes through a transparent
assembly, it’s clear that the methods typically employed
by BPS tools for determining the distribution of beam
and diffuse solar irradiance on zone surfaces (described
in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of Beausoleil-Morrison (2021))
still apply.

Models and material emissivity values used for long-
wave radiation exchange between internal surfaces of
Earth buildings should be unaffected since gravity
doesn’t affect radiation heat transfer and the gas com-
position expected indoors should still be accurately
modelled using the assumption in BPS programs that
all mediums within a building do not participate in
radiation exchange (Beausoleil-Morrison (2021)). In
modelling longwave radiation at external surfaces, how-
ever, there is a need to determine an effective sky tem-
perature (Tsky) that is used to approximate the long-
wave radiation exchange of an external surface with
the atmosphere, clouds, and deep space (Beausoleil-
Morrison (2021)). The models currently employed to
calculate Tsky are empirical and are based on pyrge-
ometer measurements taken on Earth. As a result,
similar empirical models will need to be developed for
the Moon and Mars. The variation of Tsky for habi-
tats that are moving within the solar system should
also be investigated. Mars offers a unique challenge in
determining an appropriate value for Tsky since its at-
mosphere is mostly CO2 (which preferentially absorbs
longwave radiation around 15 µm) and can contain sig-
nificant amounts of dust (which, mentioned above, scat-
ters longwave radiation). As such, Mars’ atmosphere
could be more participatory in longwave radiation ex-
change than Earth’s atmosphere. It is therefore possi-
ble that a more complicated spectral analysis is needed
to accurately model longwave radiation exchange at ex-
ternal surfaces on Mars.

Conclusion

BPS tools in their current state are not prepared to
model buildings in environments other than Earth but
the foundation for such a venture is strong in BPS tools.
Many of the modifications needed involve adjusting the
empirical models that are currently implemented for
new models that are derived for the new environments

under consideration. Partnerships with space agencies
to obtain measured data and experimental opportuni-
ties in reduced gravity are key to developing the prac-
tices and models needed to simulate buildings in space.

The authors would summarize important tasks/re-
search areas to pursue moving forward as follows:

• Develop new methods for calculating the effective
radiant temperature of exterior environments that
consider the impact of atmospheric gases, clouds,
and atmospheric dust in space.

• Develop empirical models for predicting the distri-
bution of sky diffuse solar irradiance.

• Develop new empirical convection models for the
environments anticipated in space.

• Investigate material properties and thermal im-
pacts of the high energy EM radiation and particle
radiation that will be encountered in space.

• Improve the ability of BPS tools to model convec-
tion and radiation heat transfer within the tran-
sient conduction analysis of building materials.

• Add the ability to model solid particle movement
within and between zones.

• Develop new effective conductivities for building
materials in the conditions anticipated in space.

• Improve/expand on the CFD capabilities in exist-
ing BPS tools or develop coupling abilities between
BPS tools and CFD-specific tools. At a minimum,
modelling strategies for zones that are not well
mixed should be investigated.

The hope is that this paper convinces readers of the
interesting avenues that can be taken in the quest to
model extraterrestrial buildings. This is a research area
that is in its infancy and offers years’ worth of projects
that could have very real impacts moving forward.
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